
Thank you for booking your ceremony with MSC Cruises. This check-list form serves to register all necessary 
arrangements on your behalf, once the MSC Reservation Agent has loaded the package in DTS:

Embarkation on MSC    in the port of      on D/M/Y         /       /       

Package    CLASSIC     ROMANTIC     DE LUXE          Booking Ref   Cabin Number

First name & family name groom

First name & family name bride

Names on cake:

Preferred day for ceremony, if any (date, time and lounge can be confirmed ON BOARD only):          /       /  

Guests          WEDSUP loaded       Extra requests payable aboard: 

If it’s a surprise for  couple   bride   else:        NONE  

Contact to organize it: 

IMPORTANT PACKAGE DETAILS
- The ceremony reception includes cake and spumante for up to 8 participants (i.e. couple + 6 guests, ages 3/older count as guests).
- A supplement is to be charged as WEDSUP in DTS for each participant above No. of 8 (including children).
- The exact date, time and lounge will be confirmed on embarkation day (avoid homeports, sea days are the best option).
- If the package is a surprise, the unaware person will be invited to attend a Captain cocktail as a cover (unless otherwise requested).
- The ceremony has symbolic value only, with no legal/religious validity. It must be loaded in DTS before the form reaches MscEvents.
- Cancellation of the package does NOT include any penalty anymore until departure day, though MscEvents is to be advised asap.

By signing this form I agree to the processing of the above data for the purpose of organizing the event requested and I acknowledge that my requests on this form 
reflect accurately. I also acknowledge that any requirements not stipulated on this form cannot be fulfilled by the Wedding Planner aboard. I acknowledge further that the 
arrangements captured on this form are only requests and MSC will do everything in its power to fulfill them, however for reasons of unforeseen circumstances (such as 
weather) it may not be possible. I also waive all rights to any claim for the use of my photo recorded by MSC representatives at our party (this clause is discretionary).

Name:         Address:  

Signed:       Tel.     Date          /       /       

Please return this document duly completed to your MSC Reservation Agent:

Name Reservation Agent    e-mail      Tel.

The MSC Reservation Agent will forward this document to the MSC Wedding Planner to obtain confirmation. The Travel Agent shall be responsible for 
informing the Guests that their order has been confirmed. Once the package is loaded in DTS, the MSC Reservation Agent has to send this form to 
mscevents@msccrociere.it

Thank you for your cooperation,  MSC EVENTS

SYMBOLIC CEREMONIES ON BOARD

MSC Cruises S.A., as data controller with headquarters in Geneva (Switzerland), and other companies of the MSC Cruises group acting as data processors, such as MSC Crociere S.p.A.,  
with registered office in Naples (Italy), process your personal data for the purposes declared on this form in accordance with the EU Regulation on data protection 2016/679 (“GDPR”). 
You can exercise your rights set out in Articles 15-22 GDPR, as applicable, by sending an email to privacyhelpdesk@msccruises.com. If you believe that the processing of your personal 
data infringes the GDPR, you can lodge a complaint with your supervisory authority. To learn more about data processing and privacy at MSC Cruises please read our Privacy 
Information Notice available in your Booking Confirmation, your e-Ticket and in the MSC for Me App or contact our Data Protection Officer at dpo@msccruises.com.
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